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My group and I are tired of 
our synesthesic friend. 
Unfortunately there's not 
much more to say other 
than his synesthesia is 
annoying. Imagine you're 
hanging out with your 
friends and one of them 
goes "Hey it smells red 
today." And no one else 
there can smell colors. "My 
goodness the air is violet 
this afternoon!" Okay? I 
actually don't have the 
facilities to relate to that. 
How do we cut him out 
without hurting his feelings? 

- Anonymous

Have you tried talking to 
him about it? Oh, I'm just 
realizing you can?t 
respond. Uh, crack, all of 
my advice depends on if 
you?ve tried talking to him 
about it yet?  Okay, if you 
see this, write in again 
telling me if you?ve talked 
to him about it or not, then 
in the next issue I?ll give 
you my advice.

JOB LISTING - PODIATRIST TO THE STARS

Handful of celebrities seeking foot doctor to treat various foot ailments. Preferred 
candidate is pop-culture obsessed, a detail-oriented self-starter who is comfortable in a 
fast-paced setting, and ideally a good podiatrist.

WORD GAME

Today's word is "HOUSE". 
Write it above!

It 's All In The Nam e 
by Leo Krem er , co-founder  of  Dos Toros 

My brother Oliver and I love the fact that we founded Dos Toros. 
A lot of people don?t know what we look like, so go ahead and 
give us a Google, I?ll wait. That?s us! Isn?t it interesting how my 
head is thin and long, and Oliver?s is small and round? Two very 
distinct, almost opposite head shapes, and yet our DNA is 
basically identical.

Our decision to create a fast-casual Mexican restaurant changed 
our lives forever, but it was almost a failure. Right before we 
opened, our branding consultant told us to change the name 
from ?Two Tors? to ?Dos Toros?. 

At first we were confused, but he explained that ?dos? was 
Spanish for ?two?. And it turns out ?tors?, which was a word we'd 
made up, actually means ?bulls? in Spanish. How lucky is that?! 
We?d never considered using Spanish because, well, we didn?t 
know what it was. Needless to say, we yanked the old sign off 
the building, threw it off a cliff, and the rest, as they say, is what 
happened after that chronologically-speaking.

Also, did you know I was literally in Third Eye Blind? What the 
fuck is that about? I played bass! Truly like, what in the hell is up 
with that? You?d figure the bass player from Third Eye Blind 
might not own a fast-casual Mexican chain, but I do.

MY ACTOR'S SECRET...
WITH REESE WITHERSPOON

My actor 's secret is that all my 
characters are Jewish. If the script 
says they're another religion, my 

actor 's secret is that deep down my 
character wants to convert to 
Judaism so bad. L'chaim fam!
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I'm an 
incompletioni

The phrase 
"And how!" 
is often used
to punctuate
statements. 
And how!
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ADVERTISEMENT

Unsuccessful in your 
career? Dissatisfied at 
home? Unsure of how 
to proceed? 

Come on man! You 
gotta do something!

PERIODICAL WAS WRITTEN IN FRONT OF A LIVE STUDIO AUDIENCE

GOOFUS & GALLANT & EYTAN IN...
"THE SHOPPING CART"

GALLANT: Hey, look. Someone left their shopping 
cart in the middle of a parking spot. 

GOOFUS: Let 's leave it there.

GALLANT: We should put it in its rightful place.

GOOFUS: Who cares?

GALLANT: Someone could get hurt.

EYTAN:  You two... unreal to see you guys doing 
your thing. Seriously, so much respect for y'all.  

AROUND

1 Paisan favorite with 
psycho physicality

1

NEW POLITICIAN

Our laws are archaic. They?re out of date, touch, style, you name it. If -- no -- when I?m elected. Yeah, say 
"when." When I?m elected ?  did you type out that part where I decided to say ?when? instead of ?if?? 
Great. Yeah keep this too. I want the people to see my unfiltered thought process. New paragraph.

SO HERE ARE SOME OF MY NEW LAWS:
- Did you know, in this country, it is illegal to be naked in public? Ridiculous. Under my watch, it 'll be 

illegal to be naked in private, too.

- Say it with me: No! More! Geese!

- Our restrictions around grave sites are suffocating. I will lift the lot. Darty time! Is that clear? I?m 
trying to say that if I?m elected, I?ll make it so you can have parties during the day at cemeteries 
and stuff. Okay, cool. You?re doing an awesome job. What?s your name again? Bryce? Man, you?re 
lucky I didn?t know that when you were applying. 

She stood on the shoulders of 
those who came before her, 
like a pyramid at an orgy.

But this wasn't sexual partners 
creating a structure with merely their bodies.

It was a woman succeeding 
because of past achievements
that weren't hers.

LISTEN TO YOUR ELDERS

GRANDPA: You know, I can't unsee the 
things I saw when I served in Korea.

CHILD: I'm sorry, Grandpa. 

GRANDPA: Yeah, I was a waiter there. 

CHILD: Oh.

GRANDPA: I did it while I was there with the 
military.

CHILD: This is why we don't visit so much.

If anything it's a good thing. 
A sign of progress.

     God it's relentless with you people

Which is not really a problem, honestly. 
Just the way things work.

If they made it, I would pay 80 dollars for Nike shampoo
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